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Introduction

Changes in international trade between countries of the world have resulted in
anomalies that bear interesting results for the transportation channels supporting this
international trade. One consideration for countries involved in international trade is the
balance between the goods and services they export to other countries and those which
they import from other countries. Referred to formally as the Balance of Trade, this metric
indicates a country’s habits and behavior in the global marketplace for goods and services.
While Balance of Trade may be an oft-toted subject in the conversation about globalization
and international trade, it is not the only reflection and result of a country’s international
transactions. A growing issue is the imbalance in shipping containers between trading
countries. Generally, net importers accumulate these containers while net exporters often
face a shortage of shipping containers. These imbalances have multiple negative
implications for the countries and trade actors affected, and subsequently, solutions are
being developed to deal with empty containerization in international trade.
One innovative solution is collapsible containers, which theoretically can be reduced
in size to allow between 2 to 5 containers to take up the space of one fully expanded
container. This consolidation of empty containers could have substantial effects on shipping
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companies, and potentially also affect actors further up the value chain. The specific value
and identify of these benefits are unclear, but several studies have been conducted
analyzing the costs and benefits of collapsible containers in transportation networks. After
briefly discussing the significance of collapsible containers in international trade, this paper
shall conduct a simplified case study concerning collapsible containers in the Port of Los
Angeles, in an attempt to illustrate the potential benefits to be gained from these innovative
containers.

Trade Imbalances and Empty Containerization

Figure 1: Net Trade in Goods in Millions of US Dollars, 2016 (Source: OECD, 2018)
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Figure 1 shows an extract from the OECD database on trade of goods from 2016, and
indicates which countries import the most goods and which countries export the most. As
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would be expected, the USA is the greatest net importer of goods from this group, while
China is the greatest net exporter of goods. This is not a recent development, but a growing
trend of over 40 years. Figure 2 shows the growing US deficit in goods trade with China since
1985.
Figure 2: Net US Trade in Goods with China in Millions of US dollars (Source: The United States Census Bureau, 2018)
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As of 2009, an estimated 90% of all non-bulk goods were transported by container (Ebeling,
2009). The obvious result is that America (and other net importers) must have a container
surplus, as they import more goods in containers than they export. The opposite is true for
China (and other net exporters): as they export more containerized goods than they import,
they must face a shortage of shipping containers. This creates “complex problems
concerning global freight distribution,” with 2.5 million TEU’s being left empty, which
accounts for roughly 10% of existing containers (Rodrigue, 2017).
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The “complex problems” resulting from container imbalances can be summarized as
follows:
1. Upward pressure on container rates for net importers: due to the significant surplus
of empty containers in areas such as the US, containers moving from these areas will
move westwards at relatively low rates. Conversely, containers moving eastwards
from net exporters in Asia to the US will bear much higher rates. World Freight Rates
(2013) estimates that a 20-foot container traveling from the Los Angeles to Shanghai
will cost between $569.43 and $629.37. The same container travelling the opposite
direction – from Shanghai to Los Angeles – will cost between $1329.93 and $1469.92.
2. Repositioning Costs: In order to satisfy container demand in global trade, empty
containers often need to be moved from surplus areas to areas of shortage. This
practice is similar to empty backhauls in the motor carrier industry, where trucking
carriers have to move trucks empty between two locations. This is undesirable
because all transport and operation costs are still incurred during transit, but without
generating any revenue.
3. Environmental Impact: Through the additional trips they generate, empty containers
generate additional emissions in transportation networks. These can be generated by
land repositioning movements between terminals and shippers (Hanh, 2003) and by
additional sea movements, assuming the number of empty containers necessitates
additional movement trips from feeder ships and even from larger container ships.
4. Spatial Requirements: as empty containers accumulate in surplus areas, they occupy
more and more space, and incur additional storage costs. Furthermore, they can
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reduce the capacity of land and sea transport companies, who must now allot truck
and ship container slots for empty container movement.
The estimated annual cost for global repositioning of empty containers was $25 Billion in
2017 (Orbcomm, 2017).

Response: Collapsible Containers

Several solutions have been proposed in response to the inefficiencies caused by
empty containers. The initial reaction to this problem is to reorganize the movement of
containers in such a way that allows containers to be repositioned to satisfy demand at
minimum cost to shipping companies and other actors further up the supply chain. The ideal
scenario is one where a full container can be unloaded and then shortly reloaded and reused
by the same shipper or a nearby party (Hanh, 2003). However, imbalances in demand for
foreign goods between two areas challenge the reality of this scenario (Rodrigue, 2017).
Other strategies consider how information about container movement can be
exchanged more efficiently, allowing exporters and importers to share desired information
about container availability. The virtual container yard is a conceptual example of this, and
essentially is an online exchange for containers, where exporters and importers can
communicate and organize transfer of empty containers, hopefully without requiring
unnecessary empty movements (Rodrigue, 2017). However, it stands to reason that the
effectiveness of this system will ultimately be limited by the trade imbalances of the local
environment. No matter how clearly exporters and importers communicate with each other,
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empty containers will still accumulate if more parties are importing goods than exporting
them.
Collapsible and foldable containers are a recent innovation that have the potential of
significantly countering the problems caused by empty containerization. Collapsible
containers can theoretically reduce costs – in addition to space and trip requirements – in
multiple stages of container transport. For example, they can open space on container ships
by consolidating up to five empties into the space of one container (STAXXON, 2018). This
can allow space for either additional empties or loaded containers, and potentially reduce
the trips required by this ship, particularly if the ship is a vessel involved primarily in
container repositioning. Collapsible containers can also consolidate land movements
between terminals and intermediary depots where empties are stored, by allowing trucks to
move up to five empties in one trip. Thus, in a sense, collapsible containers can essentially
quintuple the capacity of truck movements, and significantly increase the capacity of
maritime vessels, in addition to storage facilities. Containers can be combined before
storage, and thus can reduce both the space requirements for terminals and depots as well
as storage costs, which are mainly charged per container.
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Figure 3: Set of four stacked 4Fold containers (Howard
Publications, Inc, 2018)

Figure 4: Set of 5 collapsed Staxxon containers (STAXXON,
2018)

There are limits to the potential impact of collapsible containers, however. To be
consolidated, there must first exist an accumulation of containers. Consequently, the
benefits of consolidated container storage and movement are mainly applicable to larger
and more central nodes in transportation networks, such as port terminals and container
depots. It is pointless to fold a single empty container in order to transport it individually
from a factory to a depot. However, once at least five containers have been accumulated in
this depot, they can be consolidated and stored and/or transported as one container.
Another drawback to collapsible containers is their higher manufacturing costs. Due
to more complex and sophisticated construction, these containers naturally result in higher
manufacturing and purchase costs. Additionally, these containers can impose additional
labor requirements. The 4Fold collapsible container requires two people to effectively
operate the folding features of the container, in addition to any standard container-moving
equipment (4FOLD Foldable Container, n.d.). Thus, this requires workers to be specially
trained in how to operate these containers, and necessitates additional time for workers to
use the advanced features of collapsible containers.
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Case Study: The Port of Los Angeles

The Port of Los Angeles is ranked as the 18th port in the world for 2016 container volume
handled, and the number one port in the United States: 8,857,000 TEU’s passed through this port in
2016, and 8,160,000 in 2015 (UNCTAD, 2017). Thus, the Port of Los Angeles is chosen as the subject
for this case study. When considering potential impacts of collapsible containers, only port activities
are considered, and not land or sea movements, or storage at non-port facilities. The relevant
activities are determined from the Tarriff for the Port of Los Angeles (2016), and are as follows:
Figure 5: Port Fees, Los Angeles (Port of Los Angeles, 2016)

Fee
Pilotage
Vessel Traffic Service
Dockage
Wharfage
Demurrage
Storage
Crane Operation


Amount

$10,481 (per day)
$193.2 (per TEU)
$0.2183 for the first 5 days, $0.4360 for additional days (per TEU)
$0.1104 per day, minimum charge of 5 days (per TEU)
$674 per hour

Pilotage/Vessel Traffic Service: fees for port navigation services provided by a port pilot.
o

These fees are not included in the analysis, since they are charged any time a ship enters
or leaves port, and are most likely independent of any changes affected by collapsible
containers



Dockage: fee required for berthing at port, calculated per day and based on the length of the
vessel
o

The vessel length used in this analysis is 366 m, and has a capacity of 7,947 TEU’s. This
was the average container ship capacity for craneless vessels in 2016 (UNCTAD, 2017)

o

Unless the use of collapsible containers can significantly reduce turnaround time,
dockage fees should remain unaffected by the use of collapsible containers.
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Wharfage: fee for use of wharfs (passage of merchandise “onto, over, through or under
wharves or wharf premises”), per 20-foot container



Demurrage: fee for storage of containers on the port past a certain free-storage time.
o

This fee also will not be included, since it is assumed that containers will only be stored
on the port with willful intent. In this case, storage fees (below) apply.



Storage: fee for storage in port facilities; calculated per day per 20-ft container, with a
minimum charge of 5 days required



Crane Operation: $674 per hour
o

It is assumed that 30 TEUs can be moved in an hour per crane, and that 6 cranes will be
used (Howard Publications, Inc, 2018).

Additional assumptions are that 20% of the TEU’s loaded onto the vessel are empty (Konings, 2005),
and that the ship starts empty but will be loaded to full capacity. Also, all 8000 containers (roughly)
will have been in storage prior to loading, and thus will incurr the minimum 5-day port storage fees.
Loading time is considered to be a function of crane loading time, and cranes operate 24 hours a day.
The total storage and handling fees for 8000 non-collapsible TEU’s are presented below:
Figure 6: Port fees assuming standard containers



Storage (prior to loading):

$4,416



Wharfage:

$1,545,600



Crane Operation:

$179,733 (8000 TEU’s/30 = 266.67 total crane hours)



Loading Time :

1.85 days (266.67 total crane hours/6 cranes; 24-hour days)



Total Fees:

$1,729,749

These fees are now calculated assuming all empty containers are replaced with Staxxon 5-in-1
collapsible containers. Thus, 20% of 8000 TEU’s can be reduced by a factor of 5, reducing the
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effective number of empty containers from 1600 to 320. The total number of TEU’s now becomes
6720 (6720 full + 320 empty).
Figure 7: Port fees assuming collapsible containers as replacements for empties



Storage (prior to loading):

$3,709



Wharfage:

$1,298,304



Crane Operation:

$150,976 (6720 TEU’s/30 = 224 total crane hours)



Loading Time :

1.5 days (224 total crane hours/6 cranes; 24-hour days)



Total Fees:

$1,452,989

According to this model, then, collapsible containers generated cost savings of $276,760, or 16%.
It is important to note that this case study does not take into account the likely additional
labor costs required for collapsible containers. Furthermore, if using a container brand that only
allows 4-in-1 consolidation (or less), these cost savings would be smaller. Also, since this analysis only
examines the interaction of collapsible containers in port activites, different results could be
achieved when considering the implemenetation of these containers in longer transportation routes,
such as between two ports, or two inland shippers. These scenarios would involve additional
movement costs (such as ship and truck), as well as additional cost-savings opportunities. Konings
(2005) and others (Wang, Wang, Zhen, & Qu, 2017) perform such analyses, and additionally focus on
per-container costs, as opposed to the aggregate amounts calculated in this case study.

Conclusion

This paper discussed the potential effects of collapsible containers in international trade by
estimating some of the cost-savings to be gained in port activities. While there are theroetical
benefits to be gained from the use of collapsible containers, significant deterrants currently exist
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which have impeded the complete implentation of these containers into the shipping industry. Two
of these deterrents are likely the higher manufacturing costs for collapsible containers (as much as
twice the price of standard containers), as well as the additional labor costs and training
requirements for effective operation of collapsible containers (Wang, Wang, Zhen, & Qu, 2017).
Hopefully, as the shipping industry continues to look for solutions to empty containerization,
awareness will grow for collapsible containers and they receive the resources and attention
necessary to be successfully implemented into international trade.
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